Preparing for EIW: Resources Are Now Live

Hello Students,

Congrats on finishing up your 1L year! As Dean Kaul mentioned during the EIW Orientation, each week from mid-May through August, students registered for EIW will receive a weekly email as part of the "Preparing for EIW" series. These will generally be short emails including reminders about upcoming deadlines, addressing FAQs that arise, and providing resources (like the video embedded below) that you'll hopefully find useful as you go through this process.

Before I go further, let me say that there are no EIW "to-dos" this week. As discussed during the orientation, we know that between journal write-on, moving, and getting ready for your summer internships, you have plenty on your plate. That said, there are three small things that we would like you to do:
1. **Create a bookmark for the [EIW Student Site](http://eiwstudent.com).** This resource is just for Michigan Law students and contains links to every resource you need to prepare for and participate in EIW 2019. Many EIW resources were created as Google resources to guarantee the information you access is up-to-date at all times. Review it if you have time, but we just want you to know where it is for now.

2. **Create a bookmark for the [EIW Process Guide](http://eiwstudent.com).** This Google Doc contains and organizes a ton of information you'll need to navigate the process. It has links to OCP guides, YouTube videos showing you how you load your bids into Symplicity, and all of the deadlines for the process. Again, review it if you have time, but it's important to know where to find it.

3. **Calendar the first deadline: By June 1, please schedule your required bid list review appointment.** Your appointment can happen anytime between the end of May and July 12, but we ask that you get it scheduled by June 1. **Important Note:** you need to have assembled your bid list before your Required Bid List Review appointment occurs, so don't schedule your appointment for the first week of June if you don't think you will be done with your bid list by that point. Additionally, you should use the "REQUIRED BID LIST REVIEW" appointment type when scheduling in Symplicity. If you have questions about what a bid list is or how to put together a bid list, that information is contained in two resources discussed in points #1 and #2 above.

That's it for this week. Remember that OCP is open all summer and that appointments and walk-ins are available via phone, video-conference, or in-person. Our hours are listed on the EIW Student Site and in Symplicity.

If you miss an email, a PDF of each week's update can be found in the Archive section of the [EIW Student Site](http://eiwstudent.com). Questions? As always, please email us at lawcareers@umich.edu.

Have a great week!
Shannon
Shannon Delecki  
Manager of Recruitment Programs  
sdelecki@umich.edu

---

**Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion**

Do you have feedback about Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at the Law School? Click [here](#) to provide your thoughts to the Educational Environment Committee.

If you witness or experience conduct that discriminates, stereotypes, excludes, harasses or harms anyone in our community based on their identity (such as race, color, ethnicity, national origin, sex, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, disability, age or religion) please report it to the University. Click [here](#) to report a biased-related incident.
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